Comparative evaluation of retrospective shading correction methods.
Because of the inherent imperfections of the image formation process, microscopical images are often corrupted by spurious intensity variations. This phenomenon, known as shading or intensity inhomogeneity, may have an adverse affect on automatic image processing, such as segmentation and registration. Shading correction methods may be prospective or retrospective. The former require an acquisition protocol tuned to shading correction, whereas the latter can be applied to any image, because they only use the information already present in an image. Nine retrospective shading correction methods were implemented, evaluated and compared on three sets of differently structured synthetic shaded and shading-free images and on three sets of real microscopical images acquired by different acquisition set-ups. The performance of a method was expressed quantitatively by the coefficient of joint variations between two different object classes. The results show that all methods, except the entropy minimization method, work well for certain images, but perform poorly for others. The entropy minimization method outperforms the other methods in terms of reduction of true intensity variations and preservation of intensity characteristics of shading-free images. The strength of the entropy minimization method is especially apparent when applied to images containing large-scale objects.